Master of Arts in South Asian and Middle Eastern Studies

Three 500-level courses in the major field in area related courses 12
Elective hours 12
Language Requirement: Candidates must demonstrate knowledge of one South Asian language or Middle Eastern language at the fourth-year level by satisfactory completion of appropriate (400-level) coursework or examination.

Total Hours 32

Other Requirements 1

Other requirements may overlap

Minimum 500-level Hours Required 12

Upon Completion of their coursework, candidates must pass a written examination covering the coursework on area studies and complete two satisfactory research/seminar papers.

Minimum GPA: 3.25

1 For additional details and requirements refer to the department's Graduate Programs (http://www.csames.illinois.edu/program/ma) and the Graduate College Handbook (http://www.grad.illinois.edu/gradhandbook).

2 For a list of approved courses, see the SAME course archive (http://www.csames.illinois.edu/program/courses/archive/all) and visit the CSAMES website to see current course offerings (http://www.csames.illinois.edu/program/courses) each semester.
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Financial Aid

The Center makes every effort to assist graduate students in securing financial aid. Financial aid packages usually combine some form of fellowship support with teaching or research assistantships in a manner that allows for both teaching experience and timely completion of the degree. Financial aid may include: University Fellowships, Foreign Language and Area Studies (FLAS) Fellowships, Minority Academic Partnership Plan (MAPP) Fellowships, teaching assistantships, and research assistantships. All awards of financial aid are made following competitive application.

www.csames.illinois.edu/program/ma (http://www.csames.illinois.edu/program/ma)/
www.flas.illinois.edu (http://www.flas.illinois.edu/)
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